The coreflection into metric-fine spaces X is explicitly described, and it is shown that metric-fine proximally fine spaces are just the spaces X such that /: X -• Y is uniformly continuous whenever the pre-images under /of zero sets are zero sets. Thus aX is the underlying set X of X endowed with the (uniformly finest) uniformity topologically equivalent to X, and eX is X endowed with the uniformity which has all countable uniform covers of X for a basis of uniform covers.
uniform spaces are just hereditarily metric-fine spaces (see Frolik [3] ).
Let F be a coreflection of a category U, and let X be a class of objects of the category Ct. A A -F object is an object A such that any morphism of A into an object K in A. factorizes (uniquely) through the coreflection FK -► K. By a theorem of J. vilimovsky [l] , the class of all a -F objects is coreflective provided that Cl fulfils the natural conditions. This note concerns the category of uniform spaces. In general we use the terminology and notation of E. Cech [l] .
Following
Isbell [1] , denote by a the usual fine coreflection, and denote by e the usual reflection onto separable uniform space. Thus aX is the underlying set X of X endowed with the (uniformly finest) uniformity topologically equivalent to X, and eX is X endowed with the uniformity which has all countable uniform covers of X for a basis of uniform covers.
uct the coreflectivity is obtained.
The following lemma will be used just for ß = a.
Definition. Let A be an object of a category u, and let a be a class of (1) The uniform space Y projectively generated by all the f: Y -> a/M has for a basis of uniform covers the countable covers by cozero sets in X.
(2) 772 X has for a basis of uniform covers the covers of the form 0 {V C\ B \n £ N, a £ A\ where {B I ranges in coz X, and {V \ is a uniform
cover of X (which may be assumed to be completely coz X-additive).
(3) y=era" X = m,. eX.
(4) // X is separable then mv X has countable covers ranging in coz X 0 for the basis of uniform covers.
(5) The family {f: m» X -> clM] with f being uniformly continuous map-
K0
pings of X onto separable metrizable spaces, is separable metric-complete.
(6) 772 772 X = 722 X.
X0 K0 K0 (7) ?22 X is a coreflection of X in (separable metric)-fine spaces. K0 Theorem 2. The following three properties of a space X are equivalent:
(1) X is (separable metric)-fine.
(2) // / is a mapping of X into a separable metric space Y such that the pre-images of cozero sets are cozero sets, then f is uniformly continuous.
(3) Condition (2) (2) By (1) the covers described in (2) form a subbasis for the uniform covers of m X. It is routine to show that any two of them have a common
No star-refinement, and hence the covers form a basis.
(3) It follows directly from the definition that Y = m" eX, and that K0 em" X is finer than Y. It remains to show that Y is finer than ez?z X. Thus x0 K0 we must show that any countable uniform cover \WA of m X is refined by 0 a countable cover \C ! ranging in coz X. By (2) \W ! is refined by a cover described in (2) . Put c =b n\J\v \v nß cwj nk n v a a n k = B nLMy" nß |v nß c w !. n a n1 a n k Clearlv ÍC , ! is a countable cover of X, and it ranees in coz X if IV ! is 1 nk ° a completely coz X-additive. This concludes the proof.
(4) is a consequence of (2).
(5) follows from (1) and (3).
(6) follows from (5). Proof of Theorem 2. Conditions (1) and (2) (1) {/: 772X -► a.M\ is a me trie-complete family.
(2) mX is a coreflection of X in the category of metric-fine spaces.
(3) mX has for a basis of uniform covers the covers of the form iß O U"\
n £ N, a £ A i where {ll",\a e A\ are uniform covers of X and {B \ ranges n q_l ' ' 72 °¿ 72 coz X. /t2 addition we may assume that the cover is completely coz Xadditive.
(A) mX has for a basis of uniform covers the covers in (3) with the additional property: {B n U"\a £ A\ is uniformly discrete in X.
(5) COZ X = COZ 772 X = COZ 772X.
Theorem 4. For any space X: emX = em X = m eX.
K0 No
Proof. Clearly emX is finer than e772 X, and the converse follows from 0 property (5) in Theorem 3, and description (A) (in view of (3) To prove property (5) we shall show that every countable uniform cover {WA of mX is refined by a countable cover \C \ ranging in coz X. We know that \W, ! is refined by a cover in statement (3) in Theorem 3. Put C, =U!^" HB 1(7" OB C WA. kn w a n' a n k
It is easily seen that the cover \C, ! ranees in coz X (because \Un] are 2. Condition 1 with Y metrizable.
3. X is metric-fine and proximally fine.
4. X is (separable metric)-fine and proximally fine.
5. X is a proximally fine Alexandrov space.
Proof. Obviously (1) implies (2), and (3) implies (4). By Theorem 2, condition (A) implies (5). We shall show that (2) implies (3), and (5) implies (1).
First we need a simple observation. Let / be a mapping of X into a metric space y. Then it is easily seen that if one of the mappings /: X -* y, /: X -> pY, f: X -> clY is a coz-morphism, then all three mappings are coz-morphisms.
Assume condition (2) , and let / be a mapping of X into a metrizable uniform space y. If /: X -> Y is uniformly continuous, then f: X -* Y is a coz-morphism, hence /: X -► &Y is a coz-morphism, and by condition (2) the mapping /: X -► clY is uniformly continuous. Hence X is metric-fine. Now let /: X -► py be uniformly continuous. Hence f: X -> pY is a cozmorphism, hence f: X -► Y is a coz-morphism, and by condition (2), uniformly continuous. This proves that X is proximally fine.
Assume condition (5), and let / be a coz-morphism of X into a space y.
Since X is an Alexandrov space, /: X -> pY is uniformly continuous by definition because py is projectively generated by bounded functions, and since X is proximally fine, /: X -» Y is uniformly continuous. This concludes the proof.
Definition.
A uniform space X is said to be coz-fine if it satisfies the equivalent conditions in Theorem 5. Proof. Theorem 5.
Theorem 7. The category of coz-fine spaces is coreflective.
Proof. It is enough to show that if a space X is inductively generated by a family of mappings f • X -> X with X 's coz-fine then X is coz-fine. 
